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ABSTRACT

nol seput'ulecl Ji'om tlteir tletermining prugmulic context. The context nil$t ,1ol be limited enll,to cotltextu(tl und social ctr
societal perspeclit,es, bul must be deJined as basic ussumptions. The tlata of this re.seat.ch incluclecl vurious kincls oJ'.speech
gathered nattrdlb' in edtrc'tttiott circles lhat conlain phutic'functions. Tiyo ntethods of clata g,uthering t,ere emploieil n rr"
namely listening ancl conversution ntethods. Recordecl clata anab;zed through the steps asfoltotis ( I ) daia u,ere ictentifed based
on the cliscottrse markers./bunel (2) cluta y,er.e clossifiecl based on the phatic perception critet.icr; (3) data were inlerpreted
bqsed on t he referenced theories; (4) duta were c{escribecl in t he /brm of analysis result descr iption. The research prov^es thqt
phaticfunction in theform of small talks in lhe education dontctitt cqnnot be separatedfrom ihe context surrounciing it.

Keywords: phaticfunction, education domain, pragmatic context, assumptions

INTRODUCTION

The prolonged and heated debate on whether or not
the study of the phatic function should be included in the
pragmatic dimension must be ended. The phatic function
is a part of the pragmatic study as it is closely related to
contexts. A linguistic study which separates itself from
contexts cannot be called pragmatics (Rahardi et al.,20l5a).

There are two kinds of contexts, namely the
intrinsic and extrinsic context. The extrinsic context that
is also called pragmatic context has been the researcher,s
concern for the past few years, because as a rule, pragmatic
context is only understood as situational and socio-cultural
contexts. The situational context is more closely connected
to the issue of time, place, and atmosphere; whereas socio-
cultural contexts are closely intertwined with the horizontal
dimension, which is later understood as a social context
only. The status-related social contexts generally have a
vertical dimension and commonly refered to as a societal
context (Rahardi, 201 5).

Furthermore, it is worth noting that language, society,
and culture are separate dimensions with a single identity. It
means that one dimension cannot be easily separated from
other dimensions. Speaking of a language which excludes
itself from its social and cultural dimensions would be

asocial and non-cultural (Pranowo, 2015). However, the
pragmatic context does not stop at a process of engaging
itself in various dimensions.

Pragmatic context constitutes essentially of
assumptions, both personal and communal. It is impossible
to remove the interpretation of the nature and purpose of
phatic functions from the context of pragmatic dimensions of
personal and communal assumptions underlying it (Rahardi,
2015). What is the nature of the dirnensional contexts of
personal and communal assumptions and how the purpose
of phatic fiinciibns should be identified and interpreted b1'

basing on those personal and communal assumptions will
be the focus of the discussion in this article. It has been
the researcher's concern for many years to investigate the
true nature of the pragmatic context in a linguistic study. ln
various scientific occasions, the researcher has prornoted the
identity of pragmatic contexts. It is deemed very impoftant
because, in many existing kinds of literature, contexts in
pragmatic studies are understood in so far as its connection
to the spatial-temporal setting (Rahardi et a\.,2075c).

Unless based on the perspectives on those aspects,

specific pragmatic experts would build the contexts of the
study on the social dimension, commonly known as social
contexts. Social contexts are not generally specified clearly,

whether the social dimension is related to status or social
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classes. Sonrelinres, cultural dirrrensions are not clearll'
specified because in the lndonesian cttntext, rvhat is nteattt
by the lndonesian cultttre is relatively ancl vagtrel,v clelinc'cl.

The relativity is caused by the various ethnicities and races

with their own cultural backgrounds so that the concept of
lndonesian culture is clifficult to be defined (Rahardi ct rrl.,
20 r4).

l-he tuzziness of the identity issue of the pragrnatic
context is aggravated by the tact that the essence of
pragmatic context itself, i.e. sets of assurnption is not
involved. Theretbre, the researcher would like to asseft that
pragmatic contexts cannot overlook the sets of assurnptions
il the pragnratic contexts are rreant to determine the
utterance rneaning or speaker's nteaning. Deterntinirrg
an utterance rneaning would be impossible when the only
things being specified tiont an utterance are the contexts
of time, place, and atmosphere which, in author's opinion,
are nothing more than superficial. The utterance nteaning
and the speaker's meaning can only be understood if the
contextual dinrension has reached the.essence oftlre context
itself, namely the sets of assurnptions.

The assumptions as the core of pragrnatic conte.\ts
are classified in two. uanrely assunrptions which are closely
related to speaker's personality as the utterance creator,
and the assurnptions which are closely corrnected with
tlre speaker's personality in the context of lif'e with other
speakers in specific dornains of society and culture. The
former assurnption is generally known as the personal
assumption, while the latter is comnronly known as the
cornmunal assumption (Rahardi et al.,20l5b).

Regarding the nature of context in the pragrnatic
study, Huang (2007) has defined context as composed of
three different sources-a view known as the 'geographic'
division of context. In tlre first place, there is tlre physical
context, which refers to the physical setting ofthe utterance.
The second type is the linguistic context, which refers to the
surrounding utterances in the same discourse. Thirdly and
finally, people have the general knowledge context. Related
to the focus ofthe discussion, the view ofthe context in the
first dimension and the second dimension is not discussed
here because it is inelevant.

The relevant contextual dimension according to
Huang (2007) is the third dimension, namely the general
knowledge context. Therefore, the contextual dimension
in pragmatics actually refers to the dimension of general
knowledge. However, it is not enough to refer the dimensions
as the general knowledge only because basically it is
required to be shared, understood, and owned together by
the members of the speech community. In Huang (2007), the
general knowledge which is shared, understood, and owned
together is referred to as a set of background assumptions
shared. Tlrus, it is affirmed that a set of background
assumptions which are shared, understood, and owned
together is in fact the essence ofpragmatic context. Further,
he agrees with the nature of context as common grounds
and distinguishes them into personal common ground and
communal common ground.

The researcher would also like to assert that
the assumptions as the essence of contexts must not be
assumptions in the abstract and at the elusive level, but
real assumptions which manifest clearly in the real world.
Therefore, it is affirmed that the essence of pragmatic
contexts is actually personal and communal assumptions,
as clearly specified above. Such view of pragmatic context
is made as a frame of reference in the research of phatic
function in the education domain in Indonesia whose

cultural backgrouncl is predontinatttlv Javattesc.

METHODS

Rcgarcling ressarch. data are definecl as the research
obiect ol discussion that is gatlrered atier the process of
selecting various kinds of spoken expressions. 'l'he data
of this research include various kinds ol speech gathered
naturally in education circles thirt contain phatic tunctions.
Such linguistically and non-linguistically phatic tLnctiort
becornes the object of this study, and the other language
fbrn'rs are its context. ln order to rnake the data tbr this
research natural, valid. and reliable. the researcher records
the teachers and students' speech acts, both rvith and
without their sub-iects' acknowledgment. Two methods of
data gathering are enrployed in this study: they are listening
and conversation inethods. Listening rnethod is conducted
by listening to direct conversations. During whiclr, the
researchers recorded the conversations and took notes.

The recording, which tunctioned as speecl', act data
gathelirrg, is conducted in a way that does not disturb the
naturalness of the conversations. Besides the recording
activity. the researchers also take field notes. This technique
is conducted by taking notes on data cards and is then
classified into categories. Fronr the llotes and speech
recordings, tlre researchers gather the data.

Besides the aforementioned nrethods, the researchers
also ernploy conversation method. This rnethod is ernployed
by conducting conversations between researchers and
infonnants. This method uses stinrulation technique since
the conversation will only appear if the researchers provide
stirnuli to the informant to make language signs expected.
Recorded data is analyzed througlr the steps as follows (l)
data are identified based on the discourse markers found; (2)
data are classified based on the phatic perception criteria;
(3) data are interpreted based on the referenced theories; (4)
data are described in the fonn ofanalysis result description.

The description of the research uses two metlrods,
which are formal and informal methods. In this study,
the interpreted data result in the data analysis step will
be discussed informally. Informal data analysis result
discussion can mean that the data is formulated with
common words, not with ceftain symbols because this study
does not require that kind of discussion model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The unavailability of other studies on phatic function
must be responded seriously by pragmatic experts. It is
due to the fact that phatic functions generally manifested
in small talk, is the salient pragmatic phenomenon among
the Indonesian society, especially in the Javanese speech
communities. It is safe to say that small talk is the salient and
inevitable pragmatic phenomenon in the communication
and interaction among members of a speech community.

Previous studies found that both Indonesian and
non-lndonesian linguists do not have documented research
on phatic functions. An Indonesian linguist who is keen on
writing about phatic functions is Kridalaksana (1994) who
wrote about parts of speech in the Indonesian language.
Other linguistic books, including those which discuss word
class, word categories, or word groups, do not describe
phatic functions at all. Pragmatic books written by foreign
experts or Indonesian expefts do not discuss the issue of
phatic functions in one of the chapters or subsections



(Rahardi, 1005: 1009). 'l'hcrclirre. il is asccrrainecl rhar rhc
unavailablc docuntents ol' rcscarch on phatic lurrctions,
especially in praurnatic pcrspeclivc. is vcry irnporlant and
urgent. Based on the current lact. a stucly on phatic lunctions
in the education domain by nrearns ol' an analysis ol'
pragmalic contexts as personal and cornnrunal assuntptiorrs
is expected to cotnplete the description of pragnratic.s set
against the lndonesian cultural backgrounds.

Only through this means, a linguistic stucly on
lndonesian prasnratics will thrive vigorously. ln addition.
the data-driven scientific findings on local cultures will
colnplete the previous studies by linguists fi.om outsicle
lndonesia.

l'he conversation that occurs between speaker arrd
hearer in a speeclr excerpt I (see appendices) takes place
in a very pleasant atmosphere because there is a shared
understanding of assunrptions underlying the utterance. The
speaker has a personal assumption of the hearer, while the
hearer also has a certain personal assurnption ofthe speaker.
The teachers who are present in the staff rootn in the early
morning before school begin to shaie contn"ron knowledge
so they can create cheertirlrress in the exchanges ofjokis
and quips to create a pleasant atnlosphere.

Ownership of shared assunrptions together is shown
through the srnall talk expression:'.Excusi nre, ladies?'.
uttered by a male teacher. Then. the utterance is responded
by another utterance: "Go ahead, Mr. Tri. Ms. yuyun has
been looking fbr you. Have you seen her?,' ln thise two
utteratrces, the intent of small talk is clear.ly identifiecl,
narnely to establish hunran relations among the teachers.

The first teacher responds to tlre second teacher.s
teasing cheerfully without hard feelings. This is in line
with what Malinowski's statement (Arirni, l99g), that the
ultimate goal of phatic communication, in this context
manifested in snrall talks, is mere to establish a social bond
between speakel and spoken to. Thus, phatic communication
does not have a clear utterance meaning, but the meaning
is embedded in the various intents of the utterance. For
example,. in the pragmatic utterance of apologizing, a
small talk intent is embedded. Similarly, the pragmatic
uttemnce of congratulations contains a small talk intent in
it. Therefore it is now clear that small talks can be classified
based on the intention underlying the utterances, because as
a rule, phatic communication or small talk does not have a
clear intent other than to establish the relation between the
speaker and hearer and other interlocutors. In the excerpt
of utterances above, phatic comrnunication is inherent in
the utterance: "Yes, sir. Don't mention it. I wonder what is
going on between the two of you',. Of course, the meaning
of the utterance is not that the speaker wants to knoti
Mr. Tri's motivation to visit Ms. yuyun in her house. The
utterance is intended to establish solidarity between them
and to establish social bonds between speaker and hearer.

The speaker also uses phatic communication in
responding to the phatic expression by saying, ..Oh,

nothing. I have important business with her husband.
You know, businessl Hehe...". In the second excerpt, the
speaker invites or offers the hearer to join him. He wil.l go to
a place for an errand, but to show politeness and smalllalk,
it is appropriate to invite hearer to join him. However, is it
true that the speaker's intention is to invite the hearer to join
him? The answer is no. So, the invitation or offer is merely a
srnall talk to establish relations between them. Similarly, to
scrutinize the hearer's response, "Monggo, silakan. Seidiri
sa7a" (Please, go ahead. You can do it alone!), is it his
intention to let her/him go alone? The answer, of course, is

no. lt is not the lrcarcr's c()ncern rr.lrctlrcr the spcaker u ill go
alorrc or u,ith sonrconc clse . ln rtther rvortls, ihe uttcrances
are pure srnall talk. rvithout any specilic intcntion inhercnt
in the ulterance, other than sinrpll. to establish rclations ancl
cooperation between speaker and hearer. Regarding this. let
Lrs scrutinize lhe utterance (see uttr.rance excerpt 2 in the
appendices).

ln utterance excerpt 3 (see appenclices) between
co-rvorkers in the sarne departrnent, it can be seen that the
cluestion of "tidings" which is tbrrnulatecl in a question,..How
are you, Ma'am?". It is not a ref'erential question asking tbr
sorrreone's wellbeing, but actually it is a manifestation of
phatic cornnrunication. Phatic conrrnunication is intended to
establish social relations between the speaker and hearer.
Therefbre, exactly the sanre argutncnt applies to the answer
fbrmulated as"Buik-huik suju kok. Bri'(i am fine, Ma'am),
which is non-ret'erential to ask fbr sorneone physical
wellbeing. Again, such uttel.ances are the manif-estation of
phatic cornrrrunicalion which is deeply rooted and salient in
the lndonesian society and culture.

This is exactly the case of the people who will go
to.a specific place of u,orship, on Sunclay or Friclal, bein-q
asked by the bystanders,"Butlhe tintlok ltuttdi?.' (Ll,-hct.a u1:c

't'ou going'.|).lt is clear that the utterance is not intended to
find out where the people are going, but it is rrrerely phatic
conrntunication to establish social cohesion in interacting
with otlrer r.rrernbers of society.people who are not a\vare
of tlre intention of these sntall talks will probabll, responcl
curtly' to the question because for thenr it is clear rvher.e
thev are goirrg and beine asked an obvious rluestion call
be ann<lving. 'I-he sarnple cases ciln <lccur because ol the
speaker's and the hearer's lack of awareness ol pragniatic
contexts. i.e. personal assumptions.'l-herefrlre, tlrc better the
tnenrbers of society understancl the pragrnatic cc-rnte.rts. tlre
closer tlre relation ancl corntnunicatiorr anlong the nrenrbers
of the society.

In Utterance Excerpt 4 (see appendices), phatic
cornmunication is inherent in the following Lltterance,
"Hollo Pak, selctmat pogi?" (Hello, Sir. Goocl nrorning),
expressed by a female teacher to the sclrool principal-in
the teacher's room before the sclrool begins. At nrit, tt.,.
teacher greets with a colloquial expression, ..hello,' 

and
followed by a phatic expression ..good morning". phatic
qommuication expressed by the teacher is responded by
the principal with the same expression,,selamat pagi juga,
Bz."(Good morning to you too, Ma,am). Thus, it ii cieir t-hat
phatic communication is generally responded with phatic
expression in the practice of communicative exchangis.

. Such responses can occur because both parties have
shared the same assumptions, either personal oi communal.
Their togetherness at school has created in them the same
assumptions, which can be manifested in their phatic
communication. However, the atmosphere changes sfigtrtty
when the principal continues with a question regarain! trer
late arrival to school, "Baru elatang yah?,'(Have you-just
arrived?). The utterance has changed the warm and farniliar
atmosphere to formal and rigid one. Timidly, the teacher
answers the principal's question by saying ,,lyo nih pak.
Maaf agak terlambat." (Yes, sir. I,m sorry for being a little
bit late"). Of course, the teacher,s apology is sinc-ere, not
a form of small talk. The utterance excerpt is closed with
a phatic expression "Ndak masahrfi!,(No problem) by the
principal. Is it true that late arrival is not a problem for the
principal? If it is not a problem, then the expression is not
a small talk. However, if the principal thinks that her late
arrival to school is a problem, then it must be asserted that
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actually the expression'ndak musuluh 1No ltnhlt'ntf is tr

manitbstation ol' phatic corrrnrunication.

CONCLUSIONS

ln a nutshell. it can be concluded that phatic
f unction in the form of small talks in the educatiorr donrain
cannot be separated ft'om the context surrounding it. 'l'he

context tnust not be limited to te.\tual, social, societal, and
cultural contexts, but must be defined as assunrptions. Tlre
assurnptions lbrrning llre essence of pragmatic context
could be divided into two, namely personal and conrmunal
perspectives. ln interpreting the speaker's rneaning, such
pragmatic context nrust be irlplerrrented in the right way.
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